
Welcome to the Arizona Political Report. 
As you know, newspapers are going the way of Blockbuster 
Video, Oldsmobile and the Sony Walkman.  In an 
attempt to stop the slide, papers around the country have 
erected Pay Walls so that consumers have to pay for on 
line content…the trouble is that people who don’t want to 
pay for the Arizona Republic in their drive way, also don’t 
want to pay for it on their computer.  So papers across 
the country are tearing their walls down.  This reminded 
Rusty Bowers and me of a Bible story that you might recall.   
Rusty depicts the fall of the walls on page 5 of this issue.

Naturally I think that newspapers should increase their 
circulation the old fashioned way…by actually increasing 
the quality of their content.  In this issue, I look at a few 
Republic opinion pieces from the perspective of a high 
school Journalism teacher.   I think you will enjoy the 
results.

In this issues, I also interview State Treasurer Doug Ducey 
who is considering a run for Governor.  I also talk to  State 
Mine Inspector Joe Hart about growing up in Arizona and 
the accomplishments of his office.  I also had a chance to 
talk to State Representative Tom Forese about the state of 
the Republican Caucus and his run for the Corporation 
Commission. 

I also profile Marc Ashton who is the CEO of the 
Foundation For Blind Children.  FBC serves the needs 
of 2,400 blind children and adults in Arizona.  Mark 
has made sure that his son Max—who has been blind 
since birth—has as many adventures as a sighted child…
assuming that sighted children climb Kilimanjaro, swim 
from Alcatraz to San Francisco, and throw the first pitch 
at a Diamondbacks game.

Also, what in the world is going on with this real estate 
market?  I’ve asked Greg Hopley, who is a commercial 

broker with Colliers and Marc Gastineau who is a broker 
with the Gastineau Group to give us some insight.

Finally, I’ve just finished a year on the Board of Regents and 
the thing I like best about the Regents—aside from free 
parking—is the amazing people whom I’ve met.  Regents 
Chairman Rick Myers is an extraordinary person who has 
become a good friend and he has written a fun piece called 
“The Lost Art of the Flip Chart” that I think you will 
enjoy.  I’ve also attached his biography and although he 
hasn’t climbed Kilimanjaro, or swum with the sharks near 
Alcatraz, he’s pretty darn impressive in his own right.

I think you will enjoy this issue of the Arizona Political 
Report.  If you have any feedback please send me an email 
at greg@azcpa.org

Sincerely

Greg Patterson

To Subscribe:
Arizona Political Report runs on the 
second Friday of each month and costs $25 
annually

To subscribe, send a check for $25 to:

Arizona Political Report 
916 West Adams Ste 3 
Phoenix, AZ 85007

Or you can subscribe by logging on to our 
website at: ArizonaPoliticalReport.com

Doug Ducey Joe Hart Tom Forese Rick MyersMarc Ashton

For additional Commentary go to www.espressopundit.com  ·  To subscribe go to www.ArizonaPoliticalReport.com
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THAT WAS THEN

In solar’s early days, Arizona was eager to encourage investment in clean energy. Working with APS and 

other early solar leaders, the Arizona Corporation Commission (ACC) created ongoing rate subsidies in 

the form of net metering to make rooftop solar more aff ordable.

The number of customers with rooftop solar was small. The cost of the subsidy was spread among 

nearly a million customers. It was hardly noticeable.

THIS IS NOW

Times have changed. Technology has improved. The cost of solar panels has declined. New leasing 

models have been created in which incentives primarily benefi t the leasing company, not the 

homeowner. The rate of rooftop solar installations has increased dramatically.

And yet the ongoing subsidy remains unchanged and largely unknown. Until earlier this year, most 

Arizonans had never heard the phrase “net metering.”

The cost of that subsidy is now signifi cant. It is growing fast, and it falls disproportionately on customers 

who do not have solar. That’s not fair.

A BETTER WAY

It’s time to shine some sunlight on hidden solar subsidies. As long as they are needed, they should be 

transparent to the public. Let them be examined frequently and debated, just like other electricity rates. 

Replacing the existing hidden subsidies with transparent, upfront incentives would restore fairness while 

protecting Arizona’s important solar industry.

And, as the cost of solar continues to decrease, the ACC can adjust the incentive, ensuring that Arizona 

electricity customers share in the savings.

Let’s continue Arizona’s solar leadership and fi x net metering now.

IT’S TIME TO FIX
NET METERING’S HIDDEN SUBSIDIES.

The future of energy is bright.
Learn more at azenergyfuture.com
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Let’s Use Tax Dollars to Mock Christians

The “S” Word

This week is “Banned Book” week and I took this picture at the Palomino 
Library which is located on the Desert Mountain High School campus. 
The exhibit is, of course, pure bunk. None of the books have been 
“banned.” The books make the list if a group of parents questions the age 
appropriateness of the book and suggests that it not be made mandatory in 
a class room, or in some cases available in the school library.

Ironically, those who label these books as “banned” will be quick to tell 
you that some books are not appropriate for all ages. No one wants to see 
“Fifty Shades of Grey” in an elementary school library, and the fact that 
Playboy is not available in a high school periodicals room doesn’t mean 
that Playboy has been “banned.”

I’ve asked the librarians why the library insists on creating an annual 
“banned book” exhibit when the reality is that none of the books have 
actually been banned and I get vague responses about marketing and 
raising awareness that eventually morphs into an excuse that while the 
display isn’t accurate, it’s not really harmful.

But propaganda like this IS harmful. The first problem is that some kids 
actually believe that it’s true. If the library lists Catcher in the Rye as a 
book that’s been “banned” then kids assume that at some point in this 
country, the book was, well, banned. That is, of course, not true. The book 
has always been available but that doesn’t mean that every junior high 
library in the country needs a copy.

The second problem with setting up a bogus display is that kids will 
eventually figure out that it was bogus and the trust that they had in 
teachers and librarians will be diminished. Of course, this is inevitable 
because much of what’s taught in school is incomplete, papered over 
or bogus. Which is why college history classes come as such a shock to 
freshmen.

But the real problem with claiming that these books have been “banned” 
is that the display is a subtle way of undermining and denigrating those 

of us who have stricter standards than those who made the display. After 
all, “banning books” is bad and those who advocate banning books are 
bad. So if you and I agree that Fifty Shades of Grey is inappropriate for 
an elementary school library, but you believe that it’s ok for a high school 
library, and I disagree....I’m a book banner.

The display is simply an ad hominem attack on people who have a more 
conservative view of what material should be made available to their 
children.

So the folks who pride themselves on getting accurate information to 
patrons and in promoting an open and tolerant society have created an 
inaccurate display in order to vilify those who disagree with them on the 
age appropriateness of certain titles. Classic. And, by the way, your tax 
dollars at work.

Lately, I’ve putting myself in the shoes of a 
high school Journalism teacher and reading 
the Republic opinion pages in the same way 
that I would read final exams. My point is that 
there are basic standards of professionalism to 
which every Journalist should adhere and that 
in many cases the Republic violates these basic 
standards.

For example, vilification is not the same as 
argument. In fact, vilification has no place 
in an argument. That means that you really 
shouldn’t compare someone who disagrees with 
you to a rapist. And you shouldn’t compare 
a politician’s vote to condoning or ignoring 
rape. In fact, if you are writing opinion pieces 
don’t use rape as an example, because it both 
vilifies your opponent and makes light of the 
significance of rape. If you are looking for 
examples, you can see other articles in this issue 
where EJ Montini compared Matt Salmon to 
one of the coaches who ignored Jerry Sandusky 
raping a boy in the shower.

If you scroll back a little farther, you will see 

Steve Benson portray the GOP as basement 
rapist Ariel Castro, or as a vulture feeding of the 
bodies of Benghazi victims. He’s also portrayed 
Governor Brewer as Muammar Gaddafi. My 
point is that this type of behavior is simply 
unprofessional and if I were teaching an Intro 
to Journalism class, I would have a section on 
professionalism and civility in which I point out 
that vilifying someone by comparing them to 
rapists, dictators or vultures is not professional.

One step below vilification is name calling. 
For example, it’s poor form and poor argument 
to call your opponents “kooks”. Not is it 
unpersuasive to call your opponent a “kook”, 
it’s simply childish.

Step back and ask yourself this question. If you 
were asked to teach a college Journalism class 
and a student turned in a paper saying that the 
tactics Harry Reid used to pass Obamacare 
were like raping the American People and then 
identified several additional controversial bills 
and called the Senators who voted in favor of 
those bills “kooks.” What grade would you 

give that paper?

How about if one of your students wrote an 
editorial about Obamacare and said that the 
people who opposed it were “Stupid.” What 
grade would you give that paper?

Weren’t we all supposed to learn in kindergarten 
that we have to wash our hands, not hit people 
and not call people stupid? I mean seriously, 
learning not to call people stupid is one of our 
earliest lessons. How can someone make it all 
the way to high school and not understand that 
using the word “stupid” is not only childish 
and rude, but is simply unpersuasive.

Now check out this screen shot of the Arizona 
Republic Editorial. Keeping it Classy.

Why are ‘tea-party’ Republicans  being so stupid?
By Editorial board 
The Republic | azcentral.com 
Mon Sep 23, 2013 3:58 PM

The “tea-party” faction of Congress still hasn’t figured it out.

You accomplished nothing by holding your breath and insisting it’s your way or no way. That’s the stupid approach to governing.

For additional Commentary go to www.espressopundit.com  •  To subscribe go to www.ArizonaPoliticalReport.com  •  3 
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eventually figure out that it was bogus and the trust that they had in 

teachers and librarians will be diminished.  Of course, this is inevitable 

because much of what's taught in school is incomplete, papered over or 
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Lately, I've putting myself in the shoes of a high school Journalism teacher and reading the Republic opinion pages in the same way that I would read final exams.  My 

point is that there are basic standards of professionalism to which every Journalist should adhere and that in many cases the Republic violates these basic standards.  

For example, vilification is not the same as argument.  In fact, vilification has no place in an argument.  That means that you really shouldn't compare someone who dis-

agrees with you to a rapist.  And you shouldn't compare a politician's vote to condoning or ignoring rape.  In fact, if you are writing opinion pieces don't use rape as an ex-

ample, because it both vilifies your opponent and makes light of the significance of rape.  If you are looking for examples, you can scroll back a bit through the archives 

and see where EJ Montini compared Matt Salmon to one of the coaches who ignored Jerry Sandusky raping a boy in the shower.  

If you scroll back a little farther, you will see Steve Benson portray the GOP as basement rapist Ariel Castro, or as a vulture feeding of the bodies of Benghazi vic-

tims.  He's also portrayed Governor Brewer as Muammar Gaddafi.  My point is that this type of behavior is simply unprofessional and if I were teaching an Intro to Jour-

nalism class, I would have a section on professionalism and civility in which I point out that vilifying someone by comparing them to rapists, dictators or vultures is not 

professional.    

One step below vilification is name calling.  For example, it's poor form and poor argument to call your opponents "kooks".  Not is it unpersuasive to call your opponent a 

"kook", it's simply childish.  

Step back and ask yourself this question.  If you were asked to teach a college Journalism class and a student turned in a paper saying that the tactics Harry Reid used to 

pass Obamacare were like raping the American People and then identified several additional controversial bills and called the Senators who voted in favor of those bills 

"kooks." What grade would you give that paper? 

How about if one of your students wrote an editorial about Obamacare and said that the people who opposed it were "Stupid."  What grade would you give that paper? 

Weren't we all supposed to learn in kindergarten that we have to wash our hands, not hit people and not call people stupid?  I mean seriously, learning not to call people 

stupid is one of our earliest lessons.  How can someone make it all the way to high school and not understand that using the word "stupid" is not only childish and rude, but 

is simply unpersuasive. 

Now check out this screen shot of the Arizona Republic Editorial.   Keeping it Classy.  
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Speaking of things that are NOT

And the Walls Came Tumbling Down

State Rep. Brenda Barton has 
compared President Obama 
to Hitler--which is, or course, 
unacceptable. The media are 
in full meltdown--which is, of 
course, expected.

The unfortunate incident does 
have a a bit of a silver lining 
because the Republic’s EJ 
Montini makes an excellent 
point.

An argument over a government 
shutdown and the closure of 
national parks and a health 
care law is not – I repeat, NOT 
– The Holo-caust.

Montini is correct. And let me add a few observations of my own.

Since it was Montini who compared Matt Salmon to the Jerry Sandusky assistant 
coach who ignored a boy being raped in the shower. I will say:

An argument over the need to bomb Syria and Matt Salmon’s opposition to that 
bombing is not-I repeat, NOT--the same as ignoring a young boy being raped.

And Since it was Steve Benson who compared Governor Brewer to Muammar 
Gaddafi, let me say that.

An argument over signing 
SB 1070 is not--I repeat, 
NOT--the same as 30 years of 
dictatorial rule over Libya.

And since it was also Benson 
who portrayed the GOP as 
basement rapist Ariel Castro, 
let me say that:

An argument over the state 
paying for birth control is not-
-I repeat, NOT--the same as 
keeping three women as sex 
slaves in a basement for ten 
years.

And while we are at it let me 
remind the Republic opinion 

writers that they are the ones who set the standard for civility in this state and if 
they insist on calling the Tea Party “Stupid” or Republicans “Kooks,” then they 
shouldn’t pretend to be shocked when Republican State Representatives cross the 
line as well.

I have pointed out in previous editions that the Republic’s pay wall ex-
periment had been a dis-aster. Well it’s not working out so well in other 
places either. The Dallas Morning News is dropping its pay wall and 
then creating a new version with fewer ads. Here’s what Advertising Age 
had to say about the change:

In shifting its strategy, the Morning News, which was among the first papers 
to ask readers to pay for access online, is now the second major daily in a 
month to rethink its pay wall. The San Fran-cisco Chronicle made its con-
tent free online last month.

This latest turn of events is a fulfillment of what I predicted back in 
2007.

Back when everyone from Gannett to Goldman Sachs was saying that 
the newspapers were sim-ply going to migrate their content to the web 

and become the same companies with a different delivery mechanism, I 
pointed out that each digi-tal ad generates a tiny fraction of the revenue 
that a print ad generates--even if they are seen by the same number of 
people.

Here’s what I wrote in Espresso Pundit back then.

The Internet will not be able to support the over-head of the current newspa-
per model. The con-ventional wisdom is wrong; the business model is fatally 
flawed. But like the managers of Ko-
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And the Walls Came Tum-
bling Down 

I have pointed out in previous editions that the 

Republic's pay wall experiment had been a dis-

aster. Well it's not working out so well in other 

places either.  The Dallas Morning News is 

dropping its pay wall and then creating a new 

version with fewer ads.  Here’s what Advertising 

Age had to say about the change: 

In shifting its strategy, the Morning News, which 

was among the first papers to ask readers to pay 

for access online, is now the second major daily 

in a month to rethink its pay wall. The San Fran-

cisco Chronicle made its content free online last 

month. 

This latest turn of events is a fulfillment of what 

I predicted back in 2007. 

Back when everyone from Gannett to Goldman 

Sachs was saying that the newspapers were sim-

ply going to migrate their content to the web and 

become the same companies with a different 

delivery mechanism, I pointed out that each digi-

tal ad generates a tiny fraction of the revenue 

that a print ad generates--even if they are seen 

by the same number of people. 

Here's what I wrote  in Espresso Pundit back 

then. 

The Internet will not be able to support the over-

head of the current newspaper model.  The con-

ventional wisdom is wrong; the business model 

is fatally flawed.  But like the managers of Ko-

Have Laptop. Will Travel 

Looks like Republic reporters are going to 

be spending a lot more time at Paradise 

Bakery.  Recently laid off Republic Re-

porter Kerry Fehr-Snyder wrote this post 

on Facebook.  

Wow, just heard the Republic is closing 

its Mesa office and expecting reporters to 

write from the field. Hope the field has wi

-fi. 

The Phoenix Business Journal later con-

firmed the story. 

Can I make a suggestion to the affected 

reporters?  Stop whining.  You know that 

you are in an industry that's winding 

down.   Yes there will be furloughs; then 

there will be more layoffs; then there will 

be more office closures.  Then there will 

be a wave of buyouts.  Then the Monday 

and Tuesday editions will be can-
celed.  Then the entire Republic will be 

two pages of USA Today.  Deal with 

it.  Meanwhile, use the little time you 

have to obtain new skills.  But don't act 

all surprised and indignant that your job 

isn't as good as it used to be. 

Speaking of things that are NOT 

State Rep. Brenda Barton has compared President Obama to Hitler--which is, or course, 

unacceptable.  The media are in full meltdown--which is, of course, expected. 

The unfortunate incident does have a a bit of a silver lining because the Republic's EJ 

Montini makes an excellent point. 

An argument over a government shutdown and the closure of national parks and a 

health care law is not – I repeat, NOT – The Holo- caust. 

Montini is correct.  And let me add a few observations of my own.  

Since it was Montini who compared Matt Salmon to the Jerry Sandusky assistant coach 

who ignored a boy being raped in the shower.  I will say: 

An argument over the need to bomb Syria and Matt Salmon's opposition to that bombing is 

not-I repeat, NOT--the same as ignoring a young boy being raped. 

And Since it was Steve Benson who compared Governor Brewer to Muammar Gaddafi, let 

me say that. 

An argument over signing SB 1070 is not--I repeat, NOT--the same as 30 years of dictatorial 

rule over Libya. 

And since it was also Benson who portrayed the GOP as basement rapist Ariel Castro, let me say that: 

An argument over the state paying for birth control is not--I repeat, NOT--the same as keeping three women as sex 

slaves in a basement for ten years. 

And while we are at it let me remind the Republic opinion writers that they are the ones who set the standard for civility 

in this state and if they insist on calling the Tea Party "Stupid" or Republicans "Kooks," then they shouldn't pretend to 

be shocked when Republican State Representatives cross the line as well. 
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Who Would Jesus Bomb? 

In the article at the left, I point out that it was outrageous for EJ Montini to com-

pare Matt Salmon to a man who ignores a child getting raped.  Let me point out 

one other outrageous bit from the same column: Montini quotes the Bible in order 

criticize Matt Salmon for being opposed to bombing Syria.   

Lately, I've been on something of a rant about journalistic professionalism.  My 

theory is pretty simple...a professional journalist shouldn't engage in name calling, 

vilification or double standards.  They shouldn't write extensive posts about a Re-

publican who is in trouble and then ignore a Democrat who does the same 

thing.  They shouldn't call elected officials "kooks" or compare them to rapists.   

When they use logic, they should avoid obvious fallacies like non-

sequiturs, begging the question or false choices.  They shouldn't 

engage in the political equivalent of redictio ad absurdum 

by mischaracterizing an elected official's position and then mock-

ing him for holding an outrageous position.   

And they shouldn't try to prove their point by quoting the Bible.   

The Bible is sacred to a lot of people, so it's not a good idea to use 

it in an argument--it's not like Time magazine or an Almanac 

where you can pick and chose statistics to support your 

point.  When you use the Bible to back up a point, you are in effect saying that the 

person who disagrees with your point is morally wrong, or going against the will 

of God. The Bible is also extremely complex and reasonable people who actually 

believe that it is the word of God can still disagree on its political message, or if 

indeed, it even has a political message.   

I don't know what EJ Montini's view of the Bible is, but I believe that Matt Salmon 

is a deeply religious person who considers the Bible to be a sacred text containing 

God's revealed truth.  It's not Bartlett's Famous Quotations and Montini shouldn't 

use it as a tool to score cheap political points. 

What's even more outrageous about Montini's use of the Bible is that his choice of 

scripture is so out of context and so contrary to most Biblical interpreta-

tion.  Montini is quoting Cain after he killed able....hardly one of the best Biblical 

role models.  And Montini is using Cain's quote in order to tell Salmon that he 

needs to vote to bomb Syria.  

Seriously?  Does Montini think that's the message of the Bible?  What about all 

that Blessed are the Peacemakers stuff?  Maybe Montini doesn't recall that the 

United Nations building has a quote about turning swords into plowshares.   

Quoting the Bible in order to justify your political position is one of the least ef-

fective and most offensive forms of argument.  Quoting Cain in order to convince 

a devout believer that God would want him to bomb another country is simply 

unbelievable....and thoroughly unprofessional.   

Montini:  Salmon Like Rape Accomplice  

When Alice fell down the rabbit hole, the whole world became backwards.  The 

same thing has happened now that Obama is President.  Actually, the world is the 

same dangerous place that it always was.  It's just that the left side of the political 

spectrum have become the neocons.  Can I call them the neo-neocons?  inelegant, 

but accurate.  

Take the latest missive by the Republic's EJ Montini.  Let's leave aside the fact that 

Montini is demanding that the US bomb Syria and focus on the tactic that Montini 

uses. 

The post is a response to Congressman Salmon's statement that he 

opposes bombing Syria.  Montini responded that Salmon is just like 

the Penn State Assistant coach who watched Jerry Sandusky rape a 

boy in the shower yet did nothing.  Ok. I have to say it...that's simply 

insane.  How can you possibly equate ignoring a young boy getting 

raped with a Congressman's decision NOT to bomb a sovereign nation 

that has not threatened the United States? 

Usually it's right leaning politicians--not left leaning journalist--who 

make grossly insensitive comments about rape.  Montini's column 

fails this test on two accounts. First, no matter how much you disagree 

with a Congressman's decisions, they are not equivalent to walking 

away while you know a boy is being raped in a shower.  Montini's comparison of 

Salmon to coach McQueary is disgusting and should not be tolerated.  Second, rape 

is such a horrific crime that reasonable people can't use it in a metaphor.  You can't 

say that any type of Congressional deliberation is like ignoring child rape be-

cause the analogy both vilifies congressmen and makes light of rape.    

So what now?  Before we traveled through this looking glass, back when it was 

right-leaning politicians who made these types of crazy comments, they were held 

accountable.  Their comments made national news and the grown ups who em-

ployed them made sure they apologized or went away...usually both. We'll see what 

happens here.  Maybe we will actually see some outrage from someone like, say, 

Kyrsten Sinema, who could point out that reasonable Congressmen can disagree 

about bombing Syria, but they shouldn't be compared to accomplices to 

rape.  Maybe Montini will apologize to Salmon for comparing him to a man who 

stands by while a child is being raped.  Maybe publisher John Zidich will feel com-

pelled to write a column in which he points out that Montini's outrageous compari-

son is not appropriate and is not shared by Republic Management. Or maybe the 

Republic management will realize that Montini has crossed the line of professional-

ism and civility and needs to retire.  

Or maybe we will get the same reaction as we did when Steve Benson portrayed 

the Republican Elephant as Cincinatte basement rapist Ariel Castro.  The reaction 

to that was...let me see...nothing. 

Maybe the Republic management will do the right thing.  Maybe they won't.  But I 

hope they will at least think back to this moment when they host another essay con-

test on the need for civility.  
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Lately, I’ve been taking certain Republic 
columnists to task for using tactics that I consider 
to be unprofessional. I understand that they are 
writing opinion columns and I understand that 
they are trying to be provocative, but even if they 
were turning in assignments for a high school 
Journalism class, they would not be allowed to 
engage in name calling, vilification or fallacies.

They also wouldn’t be allowed to just make stuff 
up. Take this recent column by the Republic’s 
Laurie Roberts. She is chastising the Republican 
led Legislature and throws in this hand grenade.

This year, the Legislature eliminated the state’s 
longstanding resign-to-run law.

What? Those of you who follow the legislature 
will recognize this sentence as a complete 
fabrication. It’s not simply wrong, it’s simply 
made up.

In order to understand the state’s resign-to-
run law, think about John McCain running 
for President in 2008. He was four years into 
his Senate term and ran for President, lost to 
Barrack Obama and then...returned to the 
Senate to complete his term.

Now contrast that with Andrew Thomas who 
was the County Attorney and ran for Attorney 
General. Thomas had several years left on his 
term, but unlike McCain, Thomas resigned 
from his County Attorney job in order to run 
for AG. Then when he lost the AG race, he was 
out of both jobs.

Why did Thomas resign while McCain didn’t? 
Because the state has a resign-to-run law and 
the federal government doesn’t. Thomas had 
to resign in order to run, but McCain followed 
federal law and remained in office.

Without the resign-to-run law, some elected 
officials like, say, Brenda Burns or Gary Pierce 
who were elected to four year terms for the 
Corporation Commission in 2010 could have 
run for the Congressional District 9 seat in 
2012. If they had won, they could have resigned 
from the ACC and gone to Congress. If they had 
lost, they would have simply stayed at the ACC 
and finished out their terms.

Neither of them chose that option....because it’s 
illegal.

All bets are off if the candidate’s term ends at 
the same time as the other office begins and 
if the candidate waits until the last year of his 
term. That means that if Brenda Burns wants 
to run against Kyrsten Sinema in 2014, she can 
make a formal announcement in 2014, and turn 
in nominating petitions in June of 2014 and 
not trigger the resignation requirement. This 
is because if she loses, she can’t go back to the 
ACC.

That’s the Arizona resign-to-run law and when 
Laurie Roberts says that it has been “eliminated” 
she is simply making it up. The most obvious 
explanation for why her statement is false is that 
the Resign to Run law is enshrined in the State 
Constitution, so Legislators couldn’t “eliminate” 
it even if they wanted to.

In reality, the legislature made a small 
clarification to the law in order to answer this 
question...”at what point do you need to resign?” 
There’s no question that you have to resign 
in order to run, but when does that start? It 
certainly starts at the point when you turn in 
your nominating petitions. And the law in the 
past said that you resign at the point where you 
make a formal announcement. Naturally, this 
has led to a game in which candidates say that 
they are “considering” running. Then when they 
were in the last year of their term, they issued a 
formal announcement.

The legislature clarified the law so that the rule 
is that you have to resign when you actually file 
your papers. The law is still very much in effect. 
So if Joe Arpaio wants to run for Governor, he 
will have to resign in June of 2014 when he turns 
in his nominating petitions.

The law is very much intactbut it’s hard to vilify 
the Republican Legislature by saying that they 
clarified, or tweaked the resign-to-run law. 
Roberts had to claim that they “eliminated” the 
law--which is simply untrue.

You may be able to get away with that stuff at the 
Arizona Republic...but you wouldn’t get away 
with it in any high school Journalism class in the 
country. After all...high schools have standards.
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Just Making Stuff Up 

Lately, I've been taking certain Republic columnists to task for 

using tactics that I consider to be unprofessional.  I understand 

that they are writing opinion columns and I understand that 

they are trying to be provocative, but even if they were turning 

in assignments for a high school Journalism class, they would 

not be allowed to engage in name calling, vilification or falla-

cies.   

They also wouldn't be allowed to just make stuff up.  Take this 

recent column by the Republic’s Laurie Roberts.  She is chas-

tising the Republican led Legislature and throws in this hand grenade. 

This year, the Legislature eliminated the state’s longstanding resign-to-run law.  

What?  Those of you who follow the legislature will recognize this sentence as a complete fabrica-

tion.  It's not simply wrong, it's simply made up. 

In order to understand the state's resign-to-run law, think about John McCain running for President 

in 2008.  He was four years into his Senate term and ran for President, lost to Barrack Obama and 

then...returned to the Senate to complete his term.   

Now contrast that with Andrew Thomas who was the County Attorney and ran for Attorney Gen-

eral. Thomas had several years left on his term, but unlike McCain, Thomas resigned from his 

County Attorney job in order to run for AG.  Then when he lost the AG race, he was out of both 

jobs.  

Why did Thomas resign while McCain didn't?  Because the state has a resign-to-run law and the 

federal government doesn't.  Thomas had to resign in order to run, but McCain followed federal 

law and remained in office.   

Without the resign-to-run law, some elected officials like, say, Brenda Burns or Gary Pierce who 

were elected to four year terms for the Corporation Commission in 2010 could have run for the 

Congressional District 9 seat in 2012.  If they had won, they could have resigned from the ACC 

and gone to Congress.  If they had lost, they would have simply stayed at the ACC and finished out 

their terms.   

Neither of them chose that option....because it's illegal.   

All bets are off if the candidate's term ends at the same time as the other office begins and if the 

candidate waits until the last year of his term.  That means that if Brenda Burns wants to run 

against Kyrsten Sinema in 2014, she can make a formal announcement in 2014, and turn in nomi-

nating petitions in June of 2014 and not trigger the resignation requirement.  This is because if she 

loses, she can't go back to the ACC.   

That's the Arizona resign-to-run law and when Laurie Roberts says that it has been "eliminated" 

she is simply making it up.  The most obvious explanation for why her statement is false is that the 

Resign to Run law is enshrined in the State Constitution, so Legislators couldn't "eliminate" it even 

if they wanted to. 

In reality, the legislature made a small clarification to the law in order to answer this question..."at 

what point do you need to resign?"  There's no question that you have to resign in order to run, but 

when does that start?  It certainly starts at the point when you turn in your nominating peti-

tions.  And the law in the past said that you resign at the point where you make a formal announce-

ment.  Naturally, this has led to a game in which candidates say that they are "considering" run-

ning.  Then when they were in the last year of their term, they issued a formal announcement.   

The legislature clarified the law so that the rule is that you have to resign when you actually file 

your papers.  The law is still very much in effect. So if Joe Arpaio wants to run for Governor, he 

will have to resign in June of 2014 when he turns in his nominating petitions.   

The law is very much intact--but it's hard to vilify the Republican Legislature by saying that they 

clarified, or tweaked the resign-to-run law.  Roberts had to claim that they "eliminated" the law--

which is simply untrue. 

You may be able to get away with that stuff at the Arizona Republic...but you wouldn't get away 

with it in any high school Journalism class in the country.  After all...high schools have standards.  

Just Making Stuff Up

And the Walls Came Tumbling Down
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In the article above, I point out that it was 
outrageous for EJ Montini to compare Matt 
Salmon to a man who ignores a child getting 
raped. Let me point out one other outrageous 
bit from the same column: Montini quotes the 
Bible in order criticize Matt Salmon for being 
opposed to bombing Syria.

Lately, I’ve been on something of a rant about 
journalistic professionalism. My theory is pretty 
simple...a professional journalist shouldn’t 
engage in name calling, vilification or double 
standards. They shouldn’t write extensive posts 
about a Republican who is in trouble and then 
ignore a Democrat who does the same thing. 
They shouldn’t call elected officials “kooks” or 
compare them to rapists.

When they use logic, they should avoid obvious 
fallacies like non-sequiturs, begging the question 
or false choices. They shouldn’t engage in the 
political equivalent of redictio ad absurdum by 
mischaracterizing an elected official’s position 
and then mocking him for holding an outrageous 

position.

And they shouldn’t try to prove their point by 
quoting the Bible.

The Bible is sacred to a lot of people, so it’s not 
a good idea to use it in an argument--it’s not 
like Time magazine or an Almanac where you 
can pick and chose statistics to support your 
point. When you use the Bible to back up a 
point, you are in effect saying that the person 
who disagrees with your point is morally wrong, 
or going against the will of God. The Bible is 
also extremely complex and reasonable people 
who actually believe that it is the word of God 
can still disagree on its political message, or if 
indeed, it even has a political message.

I don’t know what EJ Montini’s view of the Bible 
is, but I believe that Matt Salmon is a deeply 
religious person who considers the Bible to be a 
sacred text containing God’s revealed truth. It’s 
not Bartlett’s Famous Quotations and Montini 
shouldn’t use it as a tool to score cheap political 
points.

What’s even more outrageous about Montini’s 
use of the Bible is that his choice of scripture is 
so out of context and so contrary to most Biblical 
interpretation. Montini is quoting Cain after he 
killed able....hardly one of the best Biblical role 
models. And Montini is using Cain’s quote in 
order to tell Salmon that he needs to vote to 
bomb Syria.

Seriously? Does Montini think that’s the message 
of the Bible? What about all that Blessed are 
the Peacemakers stuff? Maybe Montini doesn’t 
recall that the United Nations building has a 
quote about turning swords into plowshares.

Quoting the Bible in order to justify your 
political position is one of the least effective 
and most offensive forms of argument. Quoting 
Cain in order to convince a devout believer 
that God would want him to bomb another 
country is simply unbelievable....and thoroughly 
unprofessional.

When Alice fell down the rabbit hole, the whole world became backwards. 
The same thing has happened now that Obama is President. Actually, 
the world is the same dangerous place that it always was. It’s just that the 
left side of the political spectrum have become the neocons. Can I call 
them the neo-neocons? inelegant, but accurate.

Take the latest missive by the Republic’s EJ Montini. Let’s leave aside the 
fact that Montini is demanding that the US bomb Syria and focus on the 
tactic that Montini uses.

The post is a response to Congressman Salmon’s statement that he 
opposes bombing Syria. Montini responded that Salmon is just like the 
Penn State Assistant coach who watched Jerry Sandusky rape a boy in 
the shower yet did nothing. Ok. I have to say it...that’s simply insane. 
How can you possibly equate ignoring a young boy getting raped with a 
Congressman’s decision NOT to bomb a sovereign nation that has not 
threatened the United States?

Usually it’s right leaning politicians--not left leaning journalist--who 
make grossly insensitive comments about rape. Montini’s column fails 
this test on two accounts. First, no matter how much you disagree with a 
Congressman’s decisions, they are not equivalent to walking away while 
you know a boy is being raped in a shower. Montini’s comparison of 
Salmon to coach McQueary is disgusting and should not be tolerated. 
Second, rape is such a horrific crime that reasonable people can’t use it 
in a metaphor. You can’t say that any type of Congressional deliberation 
is like ignoring child rape because the analogy both vilifies congressmen 
and makes light of rape.

So what now? Before we traveled through this looking glass, back when 
it was right-leaning politicians who made these types of crazy comments, 
they were held accountable. Their comments made national news and 
the grown ups who employed them made sure they apologized or went 

away...usually both. 
We’ll see what happens 
here. Maybe we will 
actually see some 
outrage from someone 
like, say, Kyrsten 
Sinema, who could 
point out that reasonable 
Congressmen can 
disagree about bombing 
Syria, but they 
shouldn’t be compared 
to accomplices to rape. 
Maybe Montini will 
apologize to Salmon 
for comparing him to 
a man who stands by 

while a child is being raped. Maybe publisher John Zidich will feel 
compelled to write a column in which he points out that Montini’s 
outrageous comparison is not appropriate and is not shared by Republic 
Management. Or maybe the Republic management will realize that 
Montini has crossed the line of professionalism and civility and needs 
to retire.

Or maybe we will get the same reaction as we did when Steve Benson 
portrayed the Republican Elephant as Cincinatte basement rapist Ariel 
Castro. The reaction to that was...let me see...nothing.

Maybe the Republic management will do the right thing. Maybe they 
won’t. But I hope they will at least think back to this moment when they 
host another essay con-test on the need for civility.
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Who Would Jesus Bomb? 

In the article at the left, I point out that it was outrageous for EJ Montini to com-

pare Matt Salmon to a man who ignores a child getting raped.  Let me point out 

one other outrageous bit from the same column: Montini quotes the Bible in order 

criticize Matt Salmon for being opposed to bombing Syria.   

Lately, I've been on something of a rant about journalistic professionalism.  My 

theory is pretty simple...a professional journalist shouldn't engage in name calling, 

vilification or double standards.  They shouldn't write extensive posts about a Re-

publican who is in trouble and then ignore a Democrat who does the same 

thing.  They shouldn't call elected officials "kooks" or compare them to rapists.   

When they use logic, they should avoid obvious fallacies like non-

sequiturs, begging the question or false choices.  They shouldn't 

engage in the political equivalent of redictio ad absurdum 

by mischaracterizing an elected official's position and then mock-

ing him for holding an outrageous position.   

And they shouldn't try to prove their point by quoting the Bible.   

The Bible is sacred to a lot of people, so it's not a good idea to use 

it in an argument--it's not like Time magazine or an Almanac 

where you can pick and chose statistics to support your 

point.  When you use the Bible to back up a point, you are in effect saying that the 

person who disagrees with your point is morally wrong, or going against the will 

of God. The Bible is also extremely complex and reasonable people who actually 

believe that it is the word of God can still disagree on its political message, or if 

indeed, it even has a political message.   

I don't know what EJ Montini's view of the Bible is, but I believe that Matt Salmon 

is a deeply religious person who considers the Bible to be a sacred text containing 

God's revealed truth.  It's not Bartlett's Famous Quotations and Montini shouldn't 

use it as a tool to score cheap political points. 

What's even more outrageous about Montini's use of the Bible is that his choice of 

scripture is so out of context and so contrary to most Biblical interpreta-

tion.  Montini is quoting Cain after he killed able....hardly one of the best Biblical 

role models.  And Montini is using Cain's quote in order to tell Salmon that he 

needs to vote to bomb Syria.  

Seriously?  Does Montini think that's the message of the Bible?  What about all 

that Blessed are the Peacemakers stuff?  Maybe Montini doesn't recall that the 

United Nations building has a quote about turning swords into plowshares.   

Quoting the Bible in order to justify your political position is one of the least ef-

fective and most offensive forms of argument.  Quoting Cain in order to convince 

a devout believer that God would want him to bomb another country is simply 

unbelievable....and thoroughly unprofessional.   

Montini:  Salmon Like Rape Accomplice  

When Alice fell down the rabbit hole, the whole world became backwards.  The 

same thing has happened now that Obama is President.  Actually, the world is the 

same dangerous place that it always was.  It's just that the left side of the political 

spectrum have become the neocons.  Can I call them the neo-neocons?  inelegant, 

but accurate.  

Take the latest missive by the Republic's EJ Montini.  Let's leave aside the fact that 

Montini is demanding that the US bomb Syria and focus on the tactic that Montini 

uses. 

The post is a response to Congressman Salmon's statement that he 

opposes bombing Syria.  Montini responded that Salmon is just like 

the Penn State Assistant coach who watched Jerry Sandusky rape a 

boy in the shower yet did nothing.  Ok. I have to say it...that's simply 

insane.  How can you possibly equate ignoring a young boy getting 

raped with a Congressman's decision NOT to bomb a sovereign nation 

that has not threatened the United States? 

Usually it's right leaning politicians--not left leaning journalist--who 

make grossly insensitive comments about rape.  Montini's column 

fails this test on two accounts. First, no matter how much you disagree 

with a Congressman's decisions, they are not equivalent to walking 

away while you know a boy is being raped in a shower.  Montini's comparison of 

Salmon to coach McQueary is disgusting and should not be tolerated.  Second, rape 

is such a horrific crime that reasonable people can't use it in a metaphor.  You can't 

say that any type of Congressional deliberation is like ignoring child rape be-

cause the analogy both vilifies congressmen and makes light of rape.    

So what now?  Before we traveled through this looking glass, back when it was 

right-leaning politicians who made these types of crazy comments, they were held 

accountable.  Their comments made national news and the grown ups who em-

ployed them made sure they apologized or went away...usually both. We'll see what 

happens here.  Maybe we will actually see some outrage from someone like, say, 

Kyrsten Sinema, who could point out that reasonable Congressmen can disagree 

about bombing Syria, but they shouldn't be compared to accomplices to 

rape.  Maybe Montini will apologize to Salmon for comparing him to a man who 

stands by while a child is being raped.  Maybe publisher John Zidich will feel com-

pelled to write a column in which he points out that Montini's outrageous compari-

son is not appropriate and is not shared by Republic Management. Or maybe the 

Republic management will realize that Montini has crossed the line of professional-

ism and civility and needs to retire.  

Or maybe we will get the same reaction as we did when Steve Benson portrayed 

the Republican Elephant as Cincinatte basement rapist Ariel Castro.  The reaction 

to that was...let me see...nothing. 

Maybe the Republic management will do the right thing.  Maybe they won't.  But I 

hope they will at least think back to this moment when they host another essay con-

test on the need for civility.  

Who Would Jesus Bomb?

Montini: Salmon Like Rape Accomplice

I’ve long argued against the legality of “First Things First” and the Prop 

105, “Voter Protection Act” initiatives.  First Things First sets up an 

alternative tax system and a shadow appropriations system that spends 

state money in ways that aren’t approved by the Legislature or Governor.  

I think it’s clear that this shadow system--which was established in statute, 

not appendend to the state Constitution--conflicts with the Bicameralism 

and Presentment sections of the state Constitution.  In other words, you 

can’t set up a law in order to bypass the Legislature and Governor on 

annual appropriations. 

I believe that Prop 105 is unconstitutional because it violates the “republican 

form of government” guarantee in the federal Constitution.  Prop 105 says 

that if a law is passed by initiative, it can’t be changed by the Legislature.  

However the US Constitution says that we have the right to live in a 

Republic, not a direct democracy.  There are already large chunks of state 

statute that are off limits to the legislature.  What’s it going to be like in 

50 years?  Or 100?  The answer is that amendments to statute will have 

to be decided by referendum.  That’s not a republic and the Constitution 

guarantees that Arizona stays a republic.

Most of the attorneys who have commented on my previous posts have 

raised procedural objections.  They have said that the issues are political 

questions and wonder if the courts would take them up, and they ask who 

has standing to sue.

Folks who follow these issues nationally are realizing that the Supreme 

Court’s decision in the CA Prop 8 case has upended the initiative process. 

Justice Kennedy, in his dissent from the majority, warned that “the Court’s 

decision also has implications for the 26 other states that have an initiative or 

popular referendum system, and which, like California, may choose to have 

initiative proponents stand in for the State when public officials decline to 

defend an initiative in litigation.”

In other words, if the Legislature were to decide that Prop 105 and First 

Things First are unconstitutional, and Attorney General Horne agreed, 

then--at least for federal court--no one else has standing to defend them. 

So while those who opposed CA Prop 8 may cheer that the California AG 

didn’t defend the law....remember that it goes both ways.

Good Bye to “First Thing’s First” and Prop 105

Spoiler Alert
During the Pearce recall election, the media hounded Olivia Cortes 

as a “sham” candidate.  She was sued, humiliated, cross examined and 

eventually withdrew her candidacy.  Frankly, I think the media and 

Pearce opponents opened a can of worms.  Do you really want to have 

the courts test the intentions of an otherwise qualified candidate in order 

to see if they should stay on the ballot?  What if they have no chance of 

winning and want to simply make a political statement?  What if they 

just want to screw things up for other candidates?  Are those goals not 

legitimate?  Should the courts concede that a candidate has met all the 

requirements and then cross examine them to make sure that they are 

not a “sham?”

While the media was wrong on Cortes, they should at least be consistent.  

The Legislature has just passed and the Governor has just signed a bill 

that would raise the signature requirement for Libertarian and Green 

Party candidates. 

The media is in full meltdown.  Check out this column by Laurie 

Roberts  claiming that Republicans have “Pulled a Fast One.”  But wait 

a second.  Roberts should support this legislation.  After all, she was part 

of the chorus claiming that Cortes was an illegitimate candidate.  Well, 

who says the Libertarians and the Green Party candidates are legitimate?  

They never win and they seem to spoil things.  Now that the media 

and courts have opened the door to questions about otherwise qualified 

candidates being “legitimate,” it seems appropriate for the Legislature 

and Governor to tighten up the qualifications so that the races are only 

between “legitimate” candidates. 

Frankly, what the Legislature did to the Libertarians is much more 

reasonable than what the media did to Cortes.  The Libertarians 

simply have to get more signatures.  At that point, they will be deemed 

to be legitimate.  Cortes met the signature requirement.  Everyone 

acknowledged that she followed the law, but she was hounded out of the 

race because her intentions were not in line with what the media thought 

they should be. 

Roberts and her media fellow travelers can’t support what was done 

to Olivia Cortes and then oppose what was done to the Green and 

Libertarian Parties. 

Think about that next time you question someone’s right to be on the 

ballot.

Greg Patterson served two terms in the Arizona House of Representatives; he is also the former 

Director of the Residential Utility Consumer Office and former Chief of Staff for the State Senate.  

In 2008, Greg was elected to the Governing Board of the Maricopa County Hospital and resigned 

that position when Governor Brewer appointed him to the Board of Regents. Greg is a CPA and 

Attorney.  All of the opinions in this newsletter are Greg’s personal opinions and do not represent the 

opinions of his clients….or even his friends and family for that matter.
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Joe Hart is a 4th generation Arizonan and 
a lifetime resident of Kingman, Arizona. He 
has been married to Rhonda for 43 years and 
has 4 daughters and 10 grandchildren.

Joe served in the Arizona House of 
Representatives for 10 years, including a 
term as Speaker Pro Tempore, as well as 
serving as the Chairman of several influential 
committees such as Public Institutions and 
Universities, Environment, and Government 
Operations. In addition, Joe served as 
the Chairman of the Subcommittee for 
Appropriations.

Did you grow up around mining?

My dad always had a mine or two and he 
thought that if you were old enough to eat solid 
food you were old enough to work,  so my older 
brother and I had to muck material.  He would 
let us do everything except blasting.  We would 
haul it out, put it in the ore cars and ore bin.  We 
always had a family mine and this was always 
going to be the mine that meant we never had 
to work again, not one of them ever panned out.  

Did that start with your parents, or were 
your family miners before that?

My great grandfather sold his turquoise claims 
for $6,000 at the turn of the century to a 
fledgling gem company in New York by the 
name of Tiffany.  He invested that money in the 
Four Corners area in uranium and lost it all in 
the Depression.

I heard that your parents moved when you 
were a kid.

Yes, they moved to California during my 
sophomore year I high school.  I was on my own 
at the time working as a meat cutter, buying my 
own clothes, and my books for school, making 
my own car payments and pretty much on my 
own.  

What did you do after that?

I started working for Duval Mine at 18 and 
worked out there for 23 years.  I started out as a 
laborer and we shut down while I was a general 
foreman.  I worked my way up.  I was one of the 

youngest guys to ever make foreman out there. 

Then what did you do?

Well, the parent company would let you take 
10% out of your salary as stock and then they 
would match it, so when they shut down, I had 
a few bucks and I bought my radio station and 
I’ve since parlayed that into three and now three 
TV stations too.  So…I’m a well kept man.

What does the Mine Inspector’s office do?  
Every time I mention the mine inspector, 
people say that all that stuff is federal now. 

We are sort of the white had inspectors, we 
want everyone to be self compliant and that’s 
what the Constitution says.  The Framers of the 
Constitution  knew that mining was going to 
be paramount in the state and they wanted the 
health and safety of the minors to be paramount, 
so they allowed the mine inspector to be elected 
so he didn’t have to Kowtow to the Legislative 
branch or the Executive, so I’m the only elected 
state Mine Inspector in the United States.  And 
in 100 years, I’m only the 13th person to hold 
this office.  

An what do you focus on?  Closing abandoned 
mines, or inspecting existing ones?

All of the above, we have to inspect every mine 
in the state at least twice a year.  I also have 

two and a half people in my Abandoned Mines 
Section and we’ve been closing an average of one 
a day for the past two years.  

State law says that we have to fence and sign 
them, but I think that’s inadequate, I want to 
close them and fill them with dirt. 

How many abandoned mines are there?

There’s 9,500 in our database.  

How many people die in abandoned mines 
each year?

It’s been two a year for the last three years.  One’s 
too many.  

What do you think the future of mining is in 
Arizona?  Is mining going to be as significant 
in Arizona’s future as it has been in the past?

Definitely.  These mines are just getting wider 
and deeper.  I’ve seen core samples from all over 
the state and they are all the same, they have 
gray which is the copper and black swirl which 
is molybdenum which is used in steal.  During 
the last boom, it got up to $38 a pound.   In 
Nevada, they call it black gold.

Any last thoughts? 

Just if anybody knows of an abandoned mine, 
call us.  With the advent of these AFVs and dirt 
bikes, these kids--and even some adults--get out 
there and the world is their oyster and the get 
going 90 MPH and don’t worry about anything, 
but if you get around any tailings, or anything 
that even looks like a mine, be sure and look it 
over really well because they are basically death 
traps.  We just need to spend the money and fill 
the dang things up before we get any more kids 
killed in them

Joe, it’s always great to talk to you. Thank 
you.

Good to talk to you as well. 

Interview with Joe Hart

Have Laptop.  
Will Travel

Looks like Republic reporters are going to 
be spending a lot more time at Paradise 
Bakery. Recently laid off Republic Re-
porter Kerry Fehr-Snyder wrote this post 
on Facebook.

Wow, just heard the Republic is closing its 
Mesa office and expecting reporters to write 
from the field. Hope the field has wi-fi.

The Phoenix Business Journal later con-
firmed the story.

Can I make a suggestion to the affected 
reporters? Stop whining. You know that 
you are in an industry that’s winding down. 
Yes there will be furloughs; then there will 
be more layoffs; then there will be more 
office closures. Then there will be a wave 
of buyouts. Then the Monday and Tuesday 
editions will be can-celed. Then the entire 
Republic will be two pages of USA Today. 
Deal with it. Meanwhile, use the little time 
you have to obtain new skills. But don’t act 
all surprised and indignant that your job 
isn’t as good as it used to be.
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Marc Ashton is the Director of the Foundation 
for Blind Children.  I’ve worked with him for 
about seven years on issues that affect the blind 
and I though you would be interested in learning 
more about him, his son Max and the work of 
the Foundation. 

Tell me how you became involved with the 
Foundation For Blind Children

When my son, Max, was 3 months old my mom 
insisted that something was wrong with his eyes 
and we needed to see a doctor.  After telling us 
that Max was blind, the doctor then told us to 
call Foundation for Blind Children(FBC) and 
we did.  The very next morning FBC showed up 
on our doorstep and began teaching us how to 
teach our blind son.  

Why is early intervention so important?

Early intervention prepares babies and toddlers 
with special needs for preschool.  It can begin 
as early as the day they are born and continues 
until the child transitions to preschool at age 3.  
For a blind baby, early intervention is critical 
because 90% of what a baby learns in these early 
years is through observation.  Without sight, a 
baby could lose 90% of her development.  Early 
intervention at FBC focuses on the parents and 
teaches them how to teach their blind child using 
experiential methods that explain life in verbal, 
audible and tactile ways.  Simple skills such as 
crawling come naturally to sighted babies as 
they see something they want and move towards 
it.  Blind babies aren’t naturally aware of their 
surroundings and may never begin to move 
without parent encouragement.  

The State of Arizona has recently changed it’s 
approach to early intervention, what are they 
doing now?

The Arizona Early Intervention Program (AzEIP) 
changed its method of providing services to 
infants earlier this year.  The new Team-Based 
Model gathers the therapists, specialists and case 
managers in a team and provides services with 
the whole team’s input and primarily with most 

team members treating the baby at the same 
time.  This is quite different from the old model 
where team members would visit the child at 
different times, maximizing the effectiveness 

of each specialty.  More 
importantly, the vision 
team member has been 
reduced to consult 
position.  The Foundation 
for Blind Children insists 
that an early intervention 
team servicing a blind baby 
should have experience 
in vision loss following 
national evidenced-based 
best practices.  How does a 
physical therapist with no 
experience treating a blind 
child know that the child 
is not going to respond to 
visual cues?  They don’t.   

You used the word 
“trying” is it not 
working out?

The new team based 
model is not working out 
for blind babies.  AzEIP 
has tried for 9 months and 
we are receiving feedback 
from the community 
that these blind babies 
are being treated without 
any regard to their vision 
loss.  The vision specialist 
is rarely the team lead, 
putting the vision loss 
secondary to other issues.  
We know from 60 years of 
experience that the vision is number one issue 
and should be with each blind baby.  

Is it just a problem for the blind community, 
or is it not working out for anyone?

The implementation to the team model has been 
faulty.  Contracted providers where not vetted 
properly in the procurement process and many 
providers did not have the staff or expertise to 
fulfill the contract.  AzEIP has had to remove 

caseloads from some providers and expand other 
providers’ coverage areas.  However, the largest 
problem exists in the blind community.  Arizona 
School for the Deaf and Blind (ASDB) controls 

all the blind babies and has put leadership in 
place with no blind early intervention experience.  
This inexperience has led to treatment programs 
created for blind babies in which the vision loss is 
not prioritized, against ASDB’s own evidenced-
based best practices.

It seems like early intervention would be 
especially critical for blind kids.

It’s very simple:  AzEIP exists to give challenged 
babies a head start on learning.  90% of early 
learning is through vision.  If you don’t have 
experience in teaching a blind baby, they are only 
getting 10% of the education.  That’s a pathetic 
start for building the critical developmental 
building blocks for a lifetime of learning.  

What would you do to fix it. 

Foundation for Blind Children participated 
in every one of AzEIP’s fact finding meetings 
over the past decade and provided evidence-
based best practices.  FBC  insisted on including 
vision teams made up of therapists, teachers and 
specialists that have experience in serving blind 
babies in their procurement process.  AzEIP 
refused.    

Should blind and deaf services be provided 
by the same agency?  

There are only a handful of States that have 
combined schools for deaf and blind and all were 
established in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s.  
There was no logic in combining the schools:  
blind students cannot communicate with deaf 
students; there are no synergies in expertise; 
and cultures are opposites as deaf students rely 
on vision and blind students rely on hearing to 
communicate and learn.  

What happens when you shut down a school 
for the blind?   It seems like they are very 

Foundation for Blind Children
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different conditions and lumping together is 
kind of a 1950s mentality.

State Schools for the Blind Oregon and Michigan 
closed their schools for the blind in the past few 
years.  Enrollment had been decreasing as 

Continued on page 9

students and families preferred to keep their 
children home and educate them in local districts.  
There is no reason to educate a blind child in a 
residential setting.  The arguments proposing 
that rural students have no alternatives are 
unfounded.  Students as remote as the Navajo 
Nation and Ash Fork remain home and thrive.  
State schools for the blind are as antiquated a 
model as state tuberculosis sanitariums or mental 
asylums, yet while sanitariums and asylums have 
been deinstitutionalized for generations, blind 
children in Arizona continue to be 
institutionalized in Arizona. 

How’s Max doing now?

My son, Max, is one of many 
examples of visually impaired 
students succeeding without the 
need of institutionalization.  He 
received good early intervention 
services from the Foundation for 
Blind Children and attended its 
Preschool.  Then he moved to 
our home public school, where 
he attended elementary and 
middle school learning braille 
and technology skills.  He moved 
to Brophy College Preparatory 
his freshman year and although 
Brophy is a private school without 
a special education department, he 
was able to succeed with minimal 
accommodations.  Now he is a 
straight A student,  plays in the 
band, was captain of his wrestling 
team and even was nominated to 
the Homecoming Court.   

He’s been on some serious adventures, tell me 
about them.

His first big adventure came when he was only 
13 and trained for over a year to summit Mount 
Kilimanjaro, Africa’s highest peak at 19,340 
feet.  Only 50% of those who attempt it make 
it, but Max was determined.  And on June 29, 
2009 Max became the youngest blind climber 
ever to summit at age 13.  The following year 
he did the Grand Canyon’s Rim-to-Rim in a 
single day.  He threw out the first pitch at game 
4 of the Diamondbacks/Brewers playoff series 
in 2010…a perfect strike.  And just last month 
he, along with teammates Tanner Robinson and 
Katie Cuppy, became the first blind swimmers 
to swim Alcatraz in the Alcatraz Invitational’s 
18 year history.  

Isn’t that risky?  I mean sighted kids don’t 

usually climb Kilimanjaro or swim to shore 
from Alcatraz.

Max has always challenged himself and we as 
parents always allowed it.  Whether it was riding 
a bike or rock climbing, we never stopped him 
from trying even though it scared the heck out 
of us.  There is risk in every child’s life and we as 
parents had to let chances be taken and mistakes 
made to let Max grow.  

What are Max’s plans for the future?

Max is a senior at Brophy and exploring colleges.  
His first choice is Harvard.  Less than 6% of 
applicants make it.  Max knows Harvard’s a long 
shot…but so was throwing a strike; reaching the 
top of Kilimanjaro; crossing the Grand Canyon; 
and swimming Alcatraz. 
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Office Sought: Governor (Exploratory) 

Age: 49

Education:  Bachelor of Science, Finance. 
Arizona State University, 1986. Graduated St. 
John’s Jesuit High School Toledo, Ohio 1982

Family: Angela, married 23 years on October 
27th. We have three boys: Jack, 16. Joe, 14, and 
Sam 10. 

Time in Arizona: Arrived in 1982. 

Employment Background: First job in high 
school was a busboy at Bob Evans in Toledo, 
Ohio. Worked my way through college at 
Hensley & Co. (the local Anheuser-Busch 
distributorship). Upon graduation joined 
Procter & Gamble in their management-
training program. Cold Stone Creamery as 
CEO & Chairman. 

Favorite Spot in Arizona: Flagstaff, AZ 

You like to introduce yourself as an Ice 
Cream salesman.  I think it’s a cute line, but 
what is it about building Cold Stone that 
would help you run state Government?

Now I introduce myself as a former ice cream 
salesman. At Cold Stone Creamery we had a 
vision: the world would know us as The Ultimate 
Ice Cream Experience. We were mission driven 
to serve the customer. We opened over 1400 ice 
cream stores in all 50 states and it operates today 
in 25 countries around the world. It worked and 
it all started in Arizona. 

Arizona can do better and we should aim higher 
in everything we do. Government can be better 
organized to serve the citizen and encourage 
small business growth rather than frustrate 
efforts with more taxes, more regulations, more 
red tape, and more bureaucratic interference.

At Cold Stone we worked to serve the customer. 
I think government nowadays – especially at 
the federal level – thinks we’re supposed to be 
working for them.  I have the opposite view – 
that taxpayers and citizens are the customers, 
and government is supposed to serve them.  It’s 
a distinctly different mindset, and one that 
needs reinforcing, especially in 2013.

Does any particular lesson stand out?

Leadership mattered, and clear communication 
was critical. We had hundreds of stores and 
thousands of employees attempting every day 

to deliver a pleasing experience. We set a vision 
then chartered a course for the development of 
a national brand.  People bought in, customers 
flocked to the stores, teenage crew members 
delighted full lobbies of waiting ice cream lovers 
by singing for tips.  

That culture of service, making people happy, 
and attention to detail all started at “The 
Creamery”—which is what we called our 
headquarters office.  

Leadership matters in any people-centered 
enterprise; and it especially matters in a 
government that exists by the consent of the 
governed.

I have to be honest that when businesspeople 
run for office it makes me nervous.  Business 
guys like to invest money in order to 
make money and Government just doesn’t 
work that way, so we tend to see a lot of 
“Economic Development” which is code talk 
for Stadiums and call centers.  What type of 
Investments would you make as governor?

I was a small business guy.  We became a bigger 
business.  We kept the “independent business” 
work ethic mentality as we grew.  We were on 
our own. There are no special tax breaks or 
lobbyist loopholes for independent businesses, 
meaning the little guy.  Big business can always 
hire another attorney or accountant and it’s just 
not that onerous of an expense.  But that burden 
can put a smaller shop out of business.

The challenge with business candidates is that 
they mistakenly view the job of governor as 
being CEO of the state.  Government doesn’t 
work that way.   A governor can lead, but he or 
she is not the “boss” of the state.  

All that said, the private sector does many, many 
things better than the public sector, and there 
are many business principles that would make 
government better, more efficient, and more 
responsive to taxpayers.  There is enormous 
room for improvement in the way government 
is run.

What’s your view on using incentives in 
order to bring in businesses?

Louisiana Governor Bobby Jindal recently said 
“We need an equal opportunity society, one in 
which government does not see its job as picking 
winners and losers. Where do you go if you want 
special favors? Government. Where do you go 
if you want a tax break? Government. Where 
do you go if you want a handout? Government. 
This must stop.”

I agree with him.  I believe government’s primary 
role is to set a level playing field for everyone to 
compete, and I generally oppose subsidies and 
other distortions in the tax code.

You told me once that you kept every book 
that that you have ever bought.  How many 
books do you have and which ones have 
meant the most?

There’s a lot.  Every book since I graduated 
college including the Bible from our marriage 
preparation class up to the freebies from 
business and economic conferences I attended. 
Too many to take time to count right now.  It’s 
hundreds and being Treasurer I’m not one to 
speculate on numbers.

There are a lot of great ones. As we were building 
Cold Stone, Ray Kroc’s story of McDonald’s 
Grinding it Out was meaningful.  As I 
developed management and leadership skills I 
loved everything by Peter Drucker especially 
The Effective Executive and legendary UCLA 
basketball Coach John Wooden’s Wooden.

Built to Last and Good to Great by Jim Collins 
were instrumental in the fast growth days.

I love history as well and really enjoyed 1776 
and John Adams by David McCullough—they 
were just terrific.  I couldn’t believe I could 
know so little about such a great American 
figure as Adams.

As I’ve been thinking about the Governor’s race 
I’ve thoroughly enjoyed Mitch Daniels’ Keeping 
the Republic.  Milton Friedman and Thomas 
Sowell have been my favorite economic writers 
and thinkers.  Barry Goldwater’s Conscience of 
a Conservative has always been one of the most 
influential books I’ve ever read. 

I’ve been a subscriber to National Review and 
The Wall Street Journal—off and on—except 
when we couldn’t afford it since college.  
Subsequently, I’m a big William F. Buckley 
fan—R.I.P.

Can you give me some reasons why they 
meant so much to you?

Continued on page 11 
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An Interview with Doug Ducey (Continued)
I enjoy reading and learning and I like to read 
about things I’m thinking about doing.  It helps 
me work problems out and get my thinking 
straight.  Learning from others who have come 
before me has made a big difference in my life to 
date. I’m embarrassed to say I don’t read much 
fiction.  I read a lot in high school and college 
but I haven’t read much since.  

The budget was in freefall about the time 
the Governor Brewer took office.  She and 
the legislature addressed the shortfall by 
cutting about a billion dollars, borrowing 
about a billion dollars and referring a billion 
dollar sales tax increase to voters—which 
was approved by a 2 to 1 margin.  Would 
you have pushed to refer that tax increase to 
voters?

I’m not a fan of tax increases.  I voted no on 
Prop. 100, and after it passed, I worked to ensure 
that it remained a temporary tax and did not 
become permanent. 

(If Not) So what would you have done to 
solve the problem?

Under Janet Napolitano we were on a spending 
trajectory of over $10 billion.  It was irresponsible.  
It outpaced inflation growth and population 
growth. Something had to give and government 
was going to have to tighten its belt sooner or 
later. My style is to choose sooner. I would have 
cut spending more quickly.

Governor Brewer was dealt a terrible hand 
by Napolitano -- who pulled a rip cord and 
parachuted out of the state right at the peak of the 
financial problem.  Jan Brewer was in an office 
she didn’t seek and with a financial problem she 
didn’t cause.  Governor Brewer did what she 
thought was right and under her leadership the 
state is on firmer financial ground today.  We 
have $1.8 billion in the operating account today 
and more than $453 million in a reserve account 
earning interest.  The state was flat broke when 
she took over.  Governor Brewer can hold her 
head high.  She provided real leadership and 
she did a very good job under terribly difficult 
circumstances.

Governor Brewer also pushed through the 
Medicaid Expansion.  Would you have 
supported it as well?

I did not endorse it.  

Why not?

I start from the position that there are good 
people who need help with health care.  That’s a 
given.  The question is, “How best do you help 
them?”

I’m concerned that we’ve significantly expanded 
a federally-driven, top-down, cookie-cutter, 
one-size-fits-all health care program.  I’m also 
concerned that the federal government will 
change the rules down the road and leave 
Arizona with costs that will severely strain our 
capacity to pay.  

One of the reasons I decided to enter public life 
is that I was alarmed by the spending and the 
debt that government at all levels was incurring.  
I have a serious objection to saddling future 
generations with costs that we impose on them.  
I’m worried that this well-intentioned expansion 
of Medicaid reinforces that trend, and that 
we should be looking for different approaches 

to help needy people rather than expanding 
federally-driven entitlements. 

I believe in a plan where we protect Medicaid for 
the truly needy, encourage personal responsibility 
among recipients, and help recipients on a 
pathway to independence. 

The hospitals made the case that they would 
lose something on the order of a billion 
dollars without that match.  What would you 
have proposed instead?

We want our healthcare options in Arizona to 
be the best in the nation.  We want to care for 
our most vulnerable and needy.  And we want 
hospitals that are excellent and financially 
sound.  Medicaid is a program designed to take 
care of the destitute and disabled. It’s now being 
expanded as a middle class entitlement.  This 
May an important, controlled trial in Oregon 
concluded that the program isn’t particularly 
effective in helping those it is supposed to help 
the most.  

We can surely do better than that. We should 
be thinking longer term and trying to develop a 
new approach.  My desire is to gain control over 
our federal dollars to build the programs at the 
state level where we control Arizona’s financial 
destiny without the perverse incentives of the 
federal government.  We need to apply for waivers 
and block grants everywhere possible.  Arizona’s 
needs are unique.  Let’s design a program that 
fits our state so we can incent proper care and 
have consequences for bad actors that cause 
unnecessary expense to the hospitals; and let’s 
take care of those who need help.  Other states 
have done much to reform their programs, and 
we should learn from their successes. 

You may know that Rusty Bowers draws the 
cartoons for this newspaper and when he and 
I tried to visualize the last legislative session, 
we came up with Governor Brewer driving a 
steam roller.  About the time we were going 
to print, the Capitol Times came out with a 
cartoon to represent the session---Governor 
Brewer driving a steam roller.  Do you think 
that’s a fair assessment? 

It should have been a back hoe.  Over the full 
course of her tenure in office she’s helped dig us 
out of a big financial hole.  It will be up to our 
next governor to make sure we don’t go back 
into another ditch.

What would you do differently? 

We’re all different people and the different 
times dictate different approaches.  She came 
in at a time of great crisis.  The next governor 
will come in at a time of great opportunity.  In 
2015 we’ll have a new Governor. After 2016 
our long national nightmare will be over and 
Barack Obama will be out of office.  We will 
have a new President and a fresh start to make 
the worthy case for states taking control of their 
own destinies.  The timing should be good.  
Everyone knows that the central government is 
gridlocked and failing.  How to fix it? Give the 
states a chance to show what they’ve got.  That 
is not a partisan idea—it’s just a good idea whose 
time has come (or come again).  I intend to have 
the freshest, most innovative ideas so Arizona 
can make its case and take ownership of its 
future and get out from under the bureaucratic 
thumb of Washington, DC.

As I recall, you said that your father is a 
retired police officer. 

My dad was a police officer in Toledo, Ohio.

Would it be fair for me to say that the pension 
is one of the straws that is currently breaking 
many state’s backs?

Let’s start off and remember who these pensions 
are for…these pensions are for those that run 
into burning buildings, the ones that keep 
us safe and chase the bad guys, teach our 
children and maintain the public records. These 
individuals organize their lives around these 
retirements so we must ensure these funds are 
safe and available for everyone upon retirement. 
In our current system politicians have made too 
many promises they cannot keep and promises 
the taxpayers cannot afford. There is no reason 
we shouldn’t be able to create a pension system 
that will attract and retain the very best while 
maintaining solvency. The key is to do it in a 
way that is fair and serves the interest of both 
the taxpayer and the public servants who work 
for us.  We have to design reforms that are fair 
and thoughtful. And, we need to do it before 
we reach a crisis situation like we’re seeing in 
California and Illinois.

What are your thoughts on pension reform?

It needs to be an “all-of-the-above” approach.  It 
starts with an honest assessment of the current 
circumstances.  So many pensions start with 
unrealistic assumptions – that the pension fund 
will grow 8% or 10% a year, when in fact 3% 
or 5% growth is much more likely.  That type 
of wishful thinking needs to stop.  New workers 
should not be joining the old system – a new 
approach needs to be developed for them.  Public 
employee retirement plans need to mirror the 
trends in the private sector – larger individual 
contributions and more individual control.  And 
obviously, abuses such as pension spiking need 
to be prohibited.  It all sounds daunting, but 
there’s no reason people of good will can’t work 
together to find solutions.   Most importantly, 
we never want to lose sight of the fact that good 
people have served the public well in a variety 
of ways, and we can’t pull the rug out from 
under them in their retirement years.  We want 
a system that is solvent for the long haul so we 
can fulfill our obligations.

Thank you for taking the time to answer 
these questions, do you have anything else 
you would like to add?

For all the focus in our discussion on Medicaid, 
pensions, and government reform generally, the 
Number One priority for the next governor has to 
be getting the state’s economy growing at a faster 
rate.  There are still far too many Arizonans who 
are unemployed, or working part-time, and we 
haven’t rebounded nearly quickly enough.  Job 
creation, economic growth, recruitment of 
employers, and creating a climate where the 
businesses that are already here can grow faster 
is our state’s most pressing need.
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I’ve known Marc Gastineau and Greg Hopley for 
many years and they have a great deal of insight 
into greater Phoenix real estate.  I recently had a 
chance to ask them about the state of the market.  
Here’s the one labeled “Marc”

Can each of you tell me a little bit about your 
specialty? 

Marc: I work in the residential side of real estate.  
Our business model is to run elite sales teams 
that scale to meet the needs of our clients. Our 
objective is to work niche markets, such as REO 
sales, Corporate Accounts, Real Estate Investor 
services and defaulted mortgage notes

Greg:  Sure,  I have 25 years experience in 
commercial real estate;  working as an Executive 
Vice President with Colliers International – a 
worldwide commercial real estate company….  I 
have extensive experience in Phoenix/Scottsdale 
(based in the Scottsdale Airpark) with sales / 
leasing of: land, office, industrial and investment 
markets…. 

What’s been happening in your sector so far 
this year?

Marc: Homeowners have seen an incredible 
jump in home values over this last year.  Many 
neighborhoods in the phoenix metro area have 
seen an increase of 25-30% in home values.  
Many homeowners are now able to sell their 
homes where previously they were under water 
and needed to shortsale the property or come 
to the closing table with large amounts of cash.

As for home buyers, over the last 12 months, 
many buyers have had to settle for less than what 
they could have bought a year or two ago.

Greg: First, the Office Market is still in 
the recovery mode, with approximately 26 
million square feet ‘’vacant’’ in Maricopa 
County.  However,  we have seen recent 
positive leasing activity in this sector;  that 
has included:  Meritage Homes, Union Bank, 
CORE Institutes, Express Messenger Services, 
Lewis & Roca, State Farm, Vanguard and 
Infusionsoft, to name a few….   Secondly, the 
Industrial Market still has approximately 34 
million square feet vacant in Maricopa County; 
however, it has seen positive absorption with 
recent leasing activity with companies like:   I/O 
Data,  Mor Furniture,  Communications Test 
Design,  Medline Industries,  Phoenix Hill,  Excel 
Logistics,  Bose, and  Sound Packaging, to name 
a few….  Third,  the Land Market is picking 
up steam with the development of several large 
‘’multi-family’’  projects;  and,  home builders 
beginning to finally develop new homes….     
Forth,  the commercial Investment Market in 
very active, with large REITS and various wall 
street firms, and others, coming to the valley to 
invest in this market -- driving down the CAP 
Rates, etc.     Moreover,  I would  say the ‘’multi-
family’’ market is furthest along in the recovery 
cycle, followed by industrial and office, and with 
retail having the longest way to go before fully 
stabilizing….

What do you see happening right now?

Marc: Right now the market is retracting.  
Meaning home values are starting to flatten and 
fall in most areas.  With such a quick jump up 
in prices we are seeing more and more listings 
coming on the market.  As the supply of listings 
increase demand decreases and prices begin to 

fall.  Though the pundits are still talking about 
how “hot” the real estate market is if you were to 
ask the people with “boots on the ground”, like 
real estate agents, you will hear a much different 
story.  Though part of reported storyline is 
correct, Phoenix over the last year has been on 
fire, the part that is not reported widely is that 
sales volume and sales prices are now falling.  

Greg:   With the job market slowly picking up 
steam here in the Phoenix / Maricopa County, 
we are beginning to see  companies slowly 
beginning to expand, and looking hard at hiring 
more employees for their businesses….    As you 
know, Phoenix is a market that traditionally 
outperforms the U.S. during economic 
expansions and routinely underperforms during 
recessions.   With the economy in the early 
stages of a growth mode, Phoenix economic and 
employment growth should outperform.  To 
date, Phoenix employment and economic 
growth has only marginally outperformed the 
U.S.,  however, in the previous recovery, our 
local market made its most significant gains in 
Year 3 and Year 4 of the recovery—precisely the 
stage we are entering into now.

Any idea why that is?

Marc: Supply and Demand.  It is really basic 
economics.  As many homesellers are finally able 
to get out from under their underwater homes 
they are competing with each other and causing 
the prices to drop.  Bottom line, there are more 
home sellers than there are home buyers at this 
time.  Interest rates increases and the government 
shut down also play a part however I don’t think 
either of these issues are the main cause of the 
flattening of home prices.

Greg:  One thing worth noting in the local 
employment picture, is that many of the jobs 
that are being created are in segments of the 
market that don’t necessarily translate into 
immediate demand for additional commercial 
real estate.    We’re seeing some of the strongest 
job growth in government, education, 
construction, and leisure and hospitality—these 
segments of the market impact the overall local 
economy;  but,  they do not necessarily drive 
businesses to lease or buy commercial space.   As 
employment growth becomes more consistent 
across the board, we should hopefully see 
demand for commercial space gain momentum.

I know we can’t predict the future, but what 
do you think he next few months, or even 
2014 looks like?

Marc: I think that the balance of the year will 
continue to see downward pressure on  house 
values.  The optimist in me wants to believe that 
we will see stabilized home prices in the spring, 
but until then,  home sellers who want to sell 
must be very conscious of the competing homes 
for sale and price their home accordingly.

Greg:  Well, typically continued growth means 
expansion in the residential markets,  and with 
that,  the positive absorption for the commercial 
markets, etc…. However,  today housing will 
be a bit of a wild card…..  To date, pricing 
has been surging in the single-family market, 
but permitting and housing starts have been 
kept in check. One reason is a lack of supply of 
finished lots and of skilled construction workers, 
while tighter financing requirements remains a 

challenge for builders and would-be buyers.   As 
such, we are not getting as much of an economic 
boost from housing as we might have in years 
past.  How quickly that boost comes will go a 
long ways in determining the pace of economic 
growth in the Valley.

What investment opportunities do you see 
out there?

Marc: Real Estate investments has always been 
an intriguing topic for me. I have made money 
on land buys, rental homes, fix and flips as well 
as multi family purchases. That being said I have 
also lost money in Real Estate Investing.  But I 
am still Bullish when it comes to Investing in 
real estate.  I believe a hugely untapped market 
for the Real Estate investor is in purchasing the 
mortgage notes on the secondary market.   Most 
people think this is something that only the big 
company’s or hedgefunds can do.  That is not 
the case.  We are currently working to purchase 
small pools of defaulted and current mortgages.  
These notes are made available to our investor 
clients.  The opportunities and strategies are 
many too much for this interview but most 
savvy real estate investors are using Defaulted 
Mortgage notes to gain access to homes at 40-
50% on the dollar. 

Greg:  The Office Market has seen good 
activity,  with well absorbed class ‘’A’’ office 
product selling at higher numbers,  than in 
previous years.  Same with the Industrial 
Market,  with recent sales of large single tenant 
and multi tenant buildings in the Phoenix 
marketplace.     Moreover,  the multi-family 
sales continue to be robust, too. 

What’s one big pitfall that people should 
avoid?

Marc: If you want to invest in Residential 
mortgage notes you need to have a understanding 
of your exist strategy before you enter the game.  
Though it is a lucrative and fascinating investing 
tool, having a proper understanding of how to 
purchase the notes and how to sell the notes is 
imperative.

Greg:  Well, once again,   when this market 
starts to heat up --  many people rush to ‘’jump 
in’’ and start investing their hard earned money 
thinking there is nothing but clean sailing 
ahead….   However, in reality,  they should make 
sure the ‘’numbers – pencil’’  before investing all 
their money….

Marc Gastineau 
GASTINEAU REAL 
ESTATE TEAM 
Realty ONE Group 
480-661-7700 Ext. 17 
marc@mggroup.com

Greg Hopley 
Colliers International 
Executive Vice President  
Office & Industrial 
Properties 
480 655 3333 
greg.hopley@colliers.com
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Tom Forese is a State Representative from 
District 21 in the East Valley.  He is planning to 
run for the Arizona Corporation Commission.

Tell me what brought you to Arizona.

I followed my wife out here in 1998.  I met her in 
the Bay Area at a pizza place and fell in love with 
her.  I asked her several times to marry me and 
she said “no”.  Then she moved back to her home 
in Mesa to get away from me and I bought a one 
way plane ticket here and told her I needed an 
engagement or a restraining order. Fifteen years 
later, I hope she made the right choice.  We have 
four kid and live in Chandler.  I leave the house 
in the morning and it’s a bunch of screaming 
kids, I get in the car for about 50 minutes, keep 
the radio off for some silence and get to the 
capitol and it’s a house full of screaming kids.

I know that you are considering a run for the 
Corporation Commission.  What’s the status 
of that race?

It’s officially an exploratory Committee.  I will 
move forward, but there is some questions about 
a running mate, so the official  announcement 
will come once we have that part of it figured 
out, but I have already announced my support for 
the gentleman filling my seat in the Legislature, 
so I’m committed to the race.

We’ll get more into the ACC race later, 
but first, looking back on your time in the 
House, you’ve been there four years, what’s 
your biggest accomplishment?

Politics is often the art of taking credit for things, 
so I’m cautious because anything that’s been 
done in the last couple years is a collaborative 
effort. There are a lot of folks who made a big 
impact and I believe I was able to make a big 
impact, balancing the budget for the first time 
in a decade, cutting taxes and creating a better 
environment for businesses and families. 

What brought you into politics?

I’m a small business owner and my frustration 
with government is that it’s making it more or less 
impossible to start a small business.  That’s why 
I ran for office.   So every session I’ve sponsored 
bills defending the small business owner, 
opening up doors for the small business owner.  
And on my desk, I have the guardian of small 
business award from NFIB and that represents 
to me the reason why I originally got involved 
in politics--and what I believe is a fulfillment of 
the promises I made when I decided to run.  I’m 
very proud of the work I’ve been able to do in 
order to create a better environment for small 
business.

What’s your biggest failure?

The political environment in Arizona makes it 
so difficult to get things through that there are 
plenty of things I look back on and wish that 
I’d had more success.  When I first got elected, 
I wanted to reduce the size of government and 
peel back the departments and I had the startling 
realization my first year--and the frustration in 
the years after--is how hard they fight to keep 
their fiefdoms and to really reduce the size of 
government, it takes far more than the efforts 
than a handful of legislators.

You mention the political environment and 
we know it was a really tough session, do you 
think the caucus is broken?

I’m concerned that it is. You know that the 
talk right now is that folks who sided with the 
Democrats won’t get their bills through the 
process and then on the other hand, the folks 
who were very critical of Governor Brewer in 
public and on the  Floor won’t be able to get 
their bills past the ninth floor. So what we have 
right now is everyone treading really lightly and 
trying to figure out the best way to get their bills 
across the finish line.  I think this is an absolute 
national nightmare in politics, that you can 
have a hundred issues and you can disagree with 
someone on a handful of those issues but you 
will sacrifice working on all of them because of 
hurt feelings, or frustration or anger about how 
things were handled with the few issues.  But 
politics rarely operates in a rational environment.

Do you think there will be changes in 
leadership, or committee chairmanships?

Not that I know of.  I’ve heard talk about this or 
that. All of that seems to be a bridge too far, my 
guess is that people are going to come to a new 
session with new issues and new concerns, and 
in a sense you will have anger and hurt feelings 
from the previous session but the new set of 
issues have a high potential to reset things.  I’m 
hoping that we will be able to work together and 
we’ll have a productive and short session.

Tell me why you are interested in running for 
the Corporation Commission.

I’ve fallen in love with the environment and 
the real detail in which the Commissioners 
are able to make a real difference in Arizona.  
Most people have very little understanding 
of what actually happens at the Corporation 
Commission.  My desire is to make the biggest 
impact I can to create a good environment for 
business--to turn our economy around not only 
in the immediate future, but to create a strong 
economy so we don’t continue to fall into the 
cycle of recession and I believe the Commission 
is the best place for me to do that right now.  

Any thoughts on the current debate over Net 
Metering?

It’s got a lot of people fighting against each other 
who I think would make better friends than 
enemies.  I’m sorry to see the argument going 
where it is.  The solar industry is a real asset 
for Arizona and I know a lot of people in that 
industry--a lot of people who are innovators and 
real disruptors.  But like every issue, there’s two 
sides to the coin.   On one side you have folks 

who never want to see any change to incentives 
and net metering structure and on the other 
hand, you have people who want to make solar 
disappear.  It’s reactionary.  It’s political.  It 
has nothing to do with economic or business 
reasons, they have just decided for one reason 
or another that they hate solar.  I disagree with 
both of those sides.   I think that what will 
make a good Commissioner is somebody who 
goes in with good judgment and a cautious and 
intellectual approach.

I do not believe that the Commissioners who 
passed net metering and the incentives meant it 
to be a permanent deal and on the other hand, 
I feel like we need to have a healthy respect for 
the solar industry—not just what they are, but 
what they could be.  So I would very much like 
to see the parties involved take a step back and 
instead of looking for a bigger piece of the pie, 
have everybody work together to make a bigger 
pie.

What are your thoughts on Electric Retail 
Access?

As a conservative Republican, Retail Electric 
Access is very intriguing to me.  Anytime 
there’s  discussion about creating a free market 
environment I’m very interested and that’s where 
my personal politics lie.  I have a lot of concerns 
about the way that it has been proposed in the 
past and I think that there is a model where in 
the name of “free markets” you could end up 
significantly disrupting the Arizona economy.

My question in all of this is when a large 
customer—like a manufacturer—is considering 
moving to Arizona, what concerns do they have 
regarding competitiveness and how they will be 
treated, rates, customer service etcetera if they 
move here or to other comparable states.  And 
that’s the way that it ought to be examined, and 
it’s an issue that requires very sound judgment 
and caution, but I have gotten to know both 
sides of the argument and I have a lot of friends 
on both sides of the argument and I’d like to 
see a better environment for business.  So how 
do we do that and that’s something that I’m 
studying very closely.

Thank you for taking the time to talk.

Anytime.

An Interview with Tom Forese
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Gov. Jan Brewer appointed Rick Myers to an 
eight-year term on the Arizona Board of Regents 
in January 2010. He currently serves as chair 
of the Board, chair of the Regents’ Executive 
Committee and as an ex-officio member of all 
standing ABOR committees.  Myers serves on 
the board of directors for Critical Path Institute 
and was that organization’s chief operating 
officer for more than three years. Critical Path 
is a non-profit organization that works with 
the pharmaceutical industry, patient groups, 
academia and the Food and Drug Administration 
to tackle significant issues in drug development. 
Prior to joining Critical Path Institute, Myers 
was the vice president and general manager of 
IBM Tucson. He retired from IBM in 2003 after 
a 25-year career with the company.

 Myers is a civic leader in Tucson and across 
the state. He is a member of the Tucson 
Airport Authority and co-chaired the Citizens 
Committee of the Regional Transportation 
Authority in 2006. He is a current member 
and past chairman of the Southern Arizona 
Leadership Council; he chaired the Tucson 
community-wide United Way campaign in 
2001, and is a past board member of the Science 
Foundation Arizona. In addition, Myers co-
developed and taught a graduate course on 
the management of technology in combined 
Business, Science and Engineering Colleges at 
the University of Arizona. He was honored with 
the Greater Tucson Leadership “Community 
Leadership Award” in 2004. In 2012, Myers 
received the “AZBio Public Service Award” 
from the Arizona Bioindustry Association in 
recognition of his tireless efforts and advocacy 
for research, innovation and education in 
Arizona.  His dedication and service to Tucson 
and Southern Arizona also has been recognized 
by the Greater Tucson Leadership who named 
Myers their 2012 Man of the Year.

Myers received a bachelor of science in 
engineering from the University of Alabama-
Huntsville in 1978. He has been married to his 
wife Judy for 33 years and has two daughters, 
Julie Charters and Karen Stine, as well as three 
grandchildren, Kaylie, Thomas and Sienna.

It was the summer of 1990 and I was sitting 
in a very warm conference room in Katsuta, 
Japan representing IBM in a negotiation with 
our printer development partner, Hitachi Koki 
Ltd. The Hitachi executives were all seated 
on one side of a long conference table, and an 
assortment of managers and engineers from our 
IBM printing division were lined up along the 
other side. 

I was a young, new manager of hardware 
development, wanting to find a way for our two 
companies to work together to create the next 
big thing in enterprise solutions. The Hitachi 
executives politely listened to our talking points 
and every now and then would nod their heads, 
which I had been told meant that they heard us 
but didn’t necessarily agree. We went back and 
forth for hours, each side making their points, 
but we couldn’t come to terms on an agreement 
that both parties were satisfied with.

These were complex negotiations involving 
desired product functions, schedules, and 
development costs, and the additional language 
and cultural challenges were adding to the 

difficulty.  I was frustrated.

I realized that every one in the room was 
diligently taking their own notes (in their 
language of choice) and generating their own 
personal understanding on each point that arose, 
but there was no shared understanding or even a 
clear sense of what we disagreed on. We weren’t 
getting anywhere together.

As I contemplated what do to next, my sight 
drifted to the back of the room where there was 
an old flip chart and some magic markers. I stood 
up, walked over to the flip chart, and pulled it 
to the head of the table. When I started at IBM 
in 1978, personal computers didn’t yet exist. We 
had instead been taught how to use flip charts to 
make presentations, and techniques like making 
opening windows or spicing things up with 
different color markers to make presentations 
more interesting. PowerPoint was just a pipe 
dream.

However, this wasn’t simply making a 
presentation. I needed to get everyone in the 
room focused on the same issue at the same 
time. I knew that by taking on the leadership 
role of group note taker, I had the opportunity 
to visually and purposefully organize and direct 
the discussion in a strategic way.  The order with 
which I wrote down the issues and the words I 
used to describe the challenges allowed me to 
influence the way the group came to consensus.  
Suddenly we were making progress. 

By the end of that afternoon, both sides agreed 
to a proposal that would be the foundation of 
a strong partnership by leveraging the technical 
strengths of each company, becoming the catalyst 
for better customer solutions, and providing 
solid financial results for both corporations. It 
was also the beginning of my career as an IBM 
executive.

In 1993, Lou Gerstner took over the helm at 
IBM.  I had just been promoted to a director 
the year before. Then, in 1995 I was invited 
to join the IBM Senior Management Group 
and promoted to vice president leading the 
development operations of our printer division. 
The senior management group was made up of 
300 executives who Lou asked to be his change 
agents around the globe- his tentacles into an 
organization that needed to rebuild a culture 
of performance and excellence. Lou was intent 
on effective leadership and teamwork driving 
incredible customer focus. You can learn more 

about this through Lou’s own words in his book, 
“Who Says Elephants Can’t Dance.”

My own career in IBM took me many places, 
but what got me noticed and accounted for my 
promotions and ultimate success had nothing 
to do with my technical skills or even my 
personality. What was most important was the 
success of the teams I led. 

My secret... 

The Flip Chart.

How can a flip chart have anything to do with 
leadership and successful teamwork? 

Let’s go back to that meeting in 1990. A 
negotiation was getting nowhere and suddenly, 
progress was made. My flip chart moment 
turned the tide. Leadership that day became 
about the way I organized information to clarify 
focus, set priorities, and direct group consensus... 
presented so every person could see it and process 
it together. 

One by one, we ripped pages off that flip chart 
and taped them to the walls like flags of honor 
to symbolize each step in our mutual agreement. 
We would then start on a new page, on the 
next issue, with new vigor. Sometimes another 
participant would bravely venture to the front 
of the room, “borrow” my marker, and add to 
the written documentation of our newfound 
partnership. 

Since that day, I’ve always kept a flip chart in my 
office and in my conference rooms.

I’ve long since retired from IBM, but I’ve stayed 
active as a leader. In 2006, I helped lead a two 
year effort to develop a transportation plan for 
the city of Tucson, Arizona, and I chaired the 
election where we voted a new multi billion 
dollar tax to pay for it. I can’t tell you how many 
times I had people from far-flung constituencies 
in a room “discussing” plan alternatives. My 
trusty flip chart allowed me to lead efforts to 
build consensus.

Three years ago, the governor of Arizona asked 
me to become a member of the Arizona Board 
of Regents, the governing body of the state’s 
public universities. Ask any university leader 
about my flip charts. Not a committee meeting 
goes by where it’s not the center of attention and 
conversation.

So, what does all this mean to you? Think about 
the last meeting you were in.    Everyone is sitting 
around a large conference table.  Half of your 
co-workers are checking their smart phones, 
Facebook, and Twitter feeds. Others are typing 
on their tablets or laptop computers or writing 
in their notepads. Someone is standing in the 
front of the room clicking through a PowerPoint 
presentation. A lot of people (at once) are talking 
about what should happen and who should do 
what. One person is assigned to take notes to 
document minutes from the meeting.

After the meeting, every one in the group 
receives an email outlining what was said, who 
is responsible for action items, and how everyone 
agreed. Right? The only problem is that when 
you refer to your own notes, what is written in 
the email is different, and you certainly don’t 
remember signing up to take on that “to do.” 

Continued on page 15

The Lost Art of The Flip Chart
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The Lost Art of The Flip Chart (Continued)
Has the wondrous technology that has raised 
the efficiency of our corporate processes actually 
become a new barrier to effective teamwork 
in similar ways to the language and cultural 
challenges we faced in that conference room in 
Japan?   Are we hiding behind our laptops and 
loosing the personal interaction necessary to be 
an effective team?

It’s your job as a leader to not let this happen.

The point I want you to take away, is that by having 
some way of visibly- not just vocally- leading a 
discussion, you dramatically enhance your ability 
as a leader to control a meeting and it’s outcome.  
It’s not just about the presentation; it’s about 
facilitating the real time visible documentation of 
the discussion and ultimate consensus that goes 
on. It’s about leading the discussion in a strategic 
way and clearly outlining points of agreement, 
follow-up action plans, project managers, and 
commitment dates. 

The brain really kicks into gear when you both 
see, and hear, the important parts of a discussion. 
An effective leader can enhance their ability to do 
this with the aid of a flip chart. Done effectively, 
you can bet everyone walking out of that room 
knows what comes next and doesn’t have to wait 
for that email. 

Although I still prefer the good old-fashioned 
paper flip chart, today’s new meeting technology 
plays an important role.  In the global workplace 
of today, we don’t always sit in the same room as 

our colleagues. We might instead be thousands of 
miles away and remotely connected via phone or 
computer. A good thing about using technology 
is you can effectively support collaboration in this 
environment.  There are many options, but here 
are a few I’m familiar with.  If some participants 
are in the main room where you are and others 
are tied in on their computers then SMART 
BridgitTM is feature software that enables on 
site and remote collaboration in the SMART 
board environment.   The leader can use it in 
much the same way as a flipchart in meetings.  
Microsoft OneNoteTM with a desktop sharing 
tool like LogMeIn or TeamViewer is a good way 
to collaborate as well as the Adobe ConnectTM 
products. 

You need to decide as the leader what tools fit the 
needs of the situation.  The main reason I continue 
to use the flip chart when I’m actively working to 
help a team come to a common understanding 
is that I can position it in a room where it can 
help me as the leader to have the most impact. 
It becomes an intimate part of the conversation 
around the table and demands attention. 

I believe that a flip chart positioned in the host’s 
conference room or office, with a skilled leader 
on marker is one of the most effective ways to 
guide a discussion and create the best team result. 

The flip chart is a great tool to aid you, but it’s 
your skill to listen, process, encourage, guide, 
conclude, and communicate that is the magic. 

There is a lot that goes into being a good leader. 
Knowing how to pull an opportunity from a 
mountain of data, skill in picking the right 
people for the right job, knowing when to listen 
and when to act, understanding how to provide 
motivation, and showing your appreciation for a 
job well done. 

These things are all important, but one thing 
that we sometimes don’t focus enough on is how 
to actively help each and every “individual” be 
successful working “together.” To empower 
effective teams you need clarity and buy in with 
everyone on the same page at the same time.

I believe that if that page is on a flip chart, your 
odds of success are a whole lot better. 

Steve Purves 
Chief Executive Officer 

Betsey Bayless  
President Emeritus  

The District Medical Group would like to welcome incoming Maricopa 
 Integrated Health System CEO Steve Purves and thank  

President Emeritus Betsey Bayless for her years of service.   

 

District Medical Group 
 

District Medical Group is a not-for-profit entity consisting of over 650 credentialed providers representing all the major medical and surgical 
specialties and subspecialties. Professional clinical services encompass all physicians and mid-levels staffing a 450 bed acute hospital, a 
200 bed psychiatric hospital, a large diagnostic center, 11 family health centers, a nationally and internationally recognized burn center, 
and numerous outreach programs. We administer the Children’s Rehabilitative Services Phoenix Multi-Specialty Interdisciplinary Clinic, in 
collaboration with United Health Care, and in affiliation with the University of Arizona, operate the Integrative Health Center, the first of its 
kind in the Phoenix area. 
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Republicans support school choice because they believe competition 
is good for the public school monopoly. But after a recent ACC vote 
against utility deregulation, the choice and savings provided by 
rooftop solar is the only competition and energy choice that exists 
 in Arizona.
APS doesn’t want ANY competition and so they are asking 
Republicans who are typically resistant to taxes, to tax rooftop solar 
out of existence.
In a classic example of rent-seeking, they want 
Republican regulators and the government 
to protect their outdated business model by 
eliminating policies that encourage people to 
install solar—leaving them as customers’ only 
option for energy. Competition helps keep 

down electricity rates for everyone because the monopoly has an 
incentive to keep rates low to retain customers.
But here’s the real secret no one is sharing about APS’ sun tax: 
If regulators give it to them it will go right in APS’ pocket…. not 
returned to ratepayers.
And there’s more. If APS succeeds in stunting the energy efficiency 
of just 5,000 new rooftop solar systems per year – a modest 
estimate if their tax is successful – it will represent a 20-year subsidy 
of approximately $2 billion.
Taxing an industry out of 
business. Granting a 
massive new subsidy  
to the monopoly.  
Bad policy.  
Terrible politics.

The Effect Of Killing 
Rooftop Solar Savings?

No Competition For APS.  A New $2 Billion 
Subsidy For The Monopoly.  

Chairman: Barry Goldwater, Jr.
www.dontkillsolar.com


